What to bring to the Center
(Group Leaders: This list must be provided to each group member in advance)

Essential items:

- Sleeping bag or blankets & sheets
- Pillow
- Toilet articles, towel, washcloth
- Boots or sturdy walking shoes
- Sunscreen, sunglasses & hat
- Refillable water container
- Flashlight, spare bulb/batteries
- Winter: layered clothing & gloves

Desirable items:

- First aid kit
- Binoculars, hand lens & camera
- Journal/field notebook
- Alarm clock
- Extra set of car keys
- Summer: bathing suit & sandals (if the pool is open)

Some visitors will want to consider bringing field guides and reference materials, maps, specialized laboratory or field equipment, field safety items, and instructional materials such as DVDs, software and laptop computers. The nearest sources of dry goods and automotive supplies are in Baker where prices are high and selection is limited. Plan to bring any extra supplies you anticipate needing, or purchase them in route.